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A look at NBA mock drafts and Hawks' plans 

Related

By Jeff Schultz

I’ll have a full column later today on MyAJC.com about the Hawks’ draft plans for Thursday, including some comments from
general manager Danny Ferry after our conversation Monday night. The team has four picks (two firsts and two seconds,
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barring trades). Given the team’s lack of size and the dearth of quality centers in the league, I think the team needs to go big

whenever possible in the draft. If you look at some of the mock drafts on the internet, it’s clear that nobody is certain what’s
going to happen, even starting with the first overall pick.

Here’s a quick rundown on some of the mocks:

Sports Illustrated has Kentucky C Nerlens Noel (Cleveland), Kansas SG Ben McLemore (Orlando) and Georgetown SF Otto
Porter (Washington) as the first three picks. The publication has the Hawks going big in the draft. Really big.

17. Gorgui Dieng, C, 6-11, Louisville. Analysis: “If Josh Smith departs as a free agent, the Hawks could move
Al Horford to power forward -- his more natural position -- and search for a more traditional center. Dieng, 23,
has a defensive reputation (he was the Big East Defensive Player of the Year last season after averaging 2.5
blocks and 9.4 rebounds), but his offensive game is better than most think. Dieng is a strong passer with a
decent mid-range jump shot. Scouts also say he is one of the best screen men in the draft.”

18. Lucas Nogueira, C, 7-0, Brazil. Analysis: ”The Hawks are exploring several options, including trading one
or both of their back-to-back picks and/or using a pick on a player they can stash overseas. One executive told
me after my last Mock Draft that Nogueira will rise quickly as the draft gets closer. Scouts love his rebounding
and shot-blocking potential, as well as his ability to play in the open floor. ‘He runs like a deer,’ a Western
Conference executive said. ‘When he puts some weight on, he's got the potential to be a starting center.’”

ESPN’sprimary mock has the top three picks as Noel, Indiana SG Victor Oladipo and Porter and the Hawks also going big-
smaller

17. Mason Plumlee, PF/C, 6-10, Duke. Analysis: “The Hawks could use just about everything. Plumlee isn't a
particularly sexy prospect, but he runs the floor very well and is one of the most athletic bigs in the draft. If he
rebounds and uses his strength and mobility, he could be a valuable rotation player for the Hawks. Gonzaga's
Kelly Olynyk, San Diego State's Jamaal Franklin and Michigan's Tim Hardaway Jr. also are possibilities.”

18. Giannis Antetokounmpo, SF, 6-9, Greece. Analysis: “Antetokounmpo turned a lot of heads last week in
Italy playing for Greece's under-20 team. While he still projects as the rawest prospect in the draft, teams
were impressed with how he handled himself against stronger competition. The word out of Italy was that
there was no way he was getting past the Hawks. He might go higher (the Thunder, Mavericks and Jazz all
have interest) but it now looks as if he's secured a top-20 selection.”

The Sporting News has Maryland’s Alex Len going first overall to Cleveland and Kentucky’s Nerlens Noel not going until
fourth. The publications also has the Hawks with a big-small combo:

17. Rudy Gobert, C, 7-2, France. Gobert is big, long and raw as a blue steak. But he has plenty of potential,
and the Hawks—if they don’t package these picks to move up—have room to take a chance on him.

18. Jamaal Franklin, SG, 6-5, San Diego State. The Hawks have had Franklin in twice, and though he has a
badly sprained ankle, he’s made enough of an impression to warrant a pick on him. He is a very athletic wing
who can score in bunches.

Yahoo has a top three of Noel-McLemore-Porter and the Hawks going small.

17. Giannis Adetokunbo, SF, 6-9, Greece: “Few teams will enjoy the type of flexibility the Atlanta Hawks will this
summer. The team will have only two non-rookie contracts (Al Horford and Lou Williams) guaranteed on the
books for next season. With their two top-20 picks and a pair of second-rounders, Danny Ferry and his staff
can afford to sit back and see what falls to them out of the lottery, while keeping an eye on drafting the best
prospect available. Greek small forward Giannis Adetokunbo is one prospect who has reportedly caught the
front office's eye. He has the type of talent that could easily make him a top-10 draft pick had he stayed in
Europe for another year or two. Atlanta can afford to be patient with him, even if Adetokunbo is reportedly
planning on coming over immediately.”

18. Sergey Karasev, SF, 6-7, Moscow: “Karasev brings unique flexibility for a team like Atlanta. The Hawks can
draft him and keep him in Europe in order to save cap space for their pursuit of Dwight Howard and Chris
Paul, or he can come over to the States immediately and play a role alongside the likes of Lou Williams and
John Jenkins – or even together at the same time for stretches.”

USA Today has the top three picks as McLemore-Noel-Porter.

17. Dennis Schroeder, PG, 6-2, Germany. Analysis follows.
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18.  Mason Plumlee, PF/C, 6-10, Duke. Analysis: “The Hawks are rebuilding their roster this offseason, with
only three players under definite contracts for next season. That allows them to go with the best players
available for the most part. Schroeder is a lightning-quick point guard with good instincts, and he would serve
as a nice complement or replacement to Jeff Teague, who is a restricted free agent. Plumlee is a polished,
athletic big man who works hard and could pair well with Al Horford.”

CBS Sports has a top three of Porter-McLemore-Noel and the Hawks going big on both picks.

17. Kelly Olynyk, C, Gonzaga. Analysis: “Olynyk could wind up a very useful rotation player. He could be out of
the league quickly. But the Hawks are going to need bigs who can score, and Olynyk can do that."

18. Gorgui Dieng, C, Louisville. Analysis: “I'd really like them to nab Caldwell-Pope if he's on the board, but if
he's not, take two contrasting bigs and hope one works out. If Olynyk doesn't develop enough above current
level, and Dieng does, great. If Dieng's promise never works out and Olynyk proves instantly useful, that's fine,
too. Just have to make sure one works out."

 

Some reading material to keep you busy

-- (Now posted) MyAJC: Smallish Hawks need to go big in draft

-- Blog: As camp nears, Abraham could still help Falcons

-- MyAJC: Budenholzer puts pain fro, finals on hold, goes to work

-- MyAJC: Wimbledon fails to stir the masses any more

-- MYAJC: Struggling Uggla admits to having vision problems

-- Blog: BREAKING: Uggla struggling with vision, may have Lasik

-- Blog: Braves, Uggla, Upton on record strikeout paces

-- MyAJC: Freeman can see -- and now he's best player Braves have

-- Blog: Forget Paul, Howard -- they're a longshot for Hawks

-- Blog: You can dress like Hank Aaron (for $45,000)
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Posted by decatur_g at 11:51 a.m. Jun. 25, 2013
Report Abuse

well, it is pretty much a consensus that size is the order of the day for one of those picks, regardless of player.

Which league has it right with the start of free agency signing period...NBA (after the draft)or NFL (before the draft)?

Posted by Glennsanity at 11:57 a.m. Jun. 25, 2013
Report Abuse

I just read that it is believed that the Hawks are trying to trade up . Seems like the year to do it with this class being so weak .
The name thrown around is Trey Burke . Interesting and if we can't get him we still have the Teague option unless a silly offer
is thrown his way .

Posted by Runner508 at 12:21 p.m. Jun. 25, 2013
Report Abuse

Leave it to the Hawks to get 4 picks in the weakest NBA draft since they started the NBA draft.

Posted by mikeholland at 12:44 p.m. Jun. 25, 2013
Report Abuse

This thinking is how we ended up with Sheldon Williams. It's a guards league.

Posted by BarrynSmyrna at 1:08 p.m. Jun. 25, 2013
Report Abuse

According to Sam Mitchell, 92.9 The Game host, on Sunday 6/23/13 at about 9:10pm, he gave the reason the Atlanta Hawks
could not attract any prized free-agents (as asked by a caller): 

(paraphrased)...There's not enough diversity in the Hawks' front office; why would a player like a Chris Paul sign here as he
could not relate to the present group... 

This is abhorrent and entirely unacceptable to me (sounds pretty racist and ignorant to me; I always thought it had to do with
history/legacy and ownership incompetence and decision-making). 

Unfortunately, calls to both the radio station as well as to the Hawks' organization have been unreturned. 

Is there any reason why this organization is the dregs of the league?

Posted by mdet at 1:11 p.m. Jun. 25, 2013
Report Abuse
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They should take the 7-2 French guy.

Posted by mdet at 1:13 p.m. Jun. 25, 2013
Report Abuse

The Hawks are lucky they're not getting Howard.

Posted by sabrinaaxel6 at 1:28 p.m. Jun. 25, 2013
Report Abuse

what Doris responded I'm blown away that some one can get paid $4499 in 4 weeks on the computer. have you read this
website Go to site and open Home for details
>>>>>> WWW.JOBS31.COM

Posted by Rick_James at 2:02 p.m. Jun. 25, 2013
Report Abuse

If Caldwell-Pope is on the board and the Hawks pass it will be one of the teams biggest regrets ever.But hey,they passed on
Lou Williams to take Saleem Stoudemire right? So it wouldnt shock me.

Posted by Really666 at 4:03 p.m. Jun. 25, 2013
Report Abuse

Trey Burke would be great. Would rather have him then Teague. Teague plays with a deer in the headlights look. Doesnt
look confident when he plays. PG Trey Burke and SG OJ. Mayo as our guards would be great. Would satisfy Danny Ferry
thirst to have outside shooters. Then if we can get some bigs in the inside would spread the offense out. If you are the
defense who would cover the big guys covering down low or leave the sharp shooters open on the outside?

Posted by cspecial at 5:06 p.m. Jun. 25, 2013
Report Abuse

the hawks need players who can play for them now.i thought they learned from the past about drafting oplayers who will not
play for them at all.they need to get people whop can help them now not stash players overseas away who will never play for
them

Posted by DawgNight at 5:44 p.m. Jun. 25, 2013
Report Abuse

Everyone's comment were relevant and appropriate several years ago...but NOT NOW.
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We have intelligent BBall minds running our DRAFT now!
Let's just let them do their job, sit back and watch.

P.S. If HAWKS trade up(which I doubt) They will be targeting KCP..he will be the quiet winner in this draft.

Posted by midtowncowboy at 6:56 p.m. Jun. 25, 2013
Report Abuse

Picking Plumlee would put a quick end to the Ferry tenure.

Posted by Cheezehead at 7:08 p.m. Jun. 25, 2013
Report Abuse

Trey Burke!!! At ALL Cost! Get Him & Win!

Posted by RobertWeaver at 7:37 a.m. Jun. 26, 2013
Report Abuse

If they draft those overseas centers it will be a wasted draft. Get a player that can start at center. Or trade the picks for a
starting center. Freaking duh...

Posted by RobertWeaver at 7:44 a.m. Jun. 26, 2013
Report Abuse

I agree. Drafting overseas players works about 1 in 1,000. I can think of only 5 overseas players that became NBA stars ever.
Just draft Priest Lauderdale & Sheldon Williams again if your wanting to waste the picks...

Posted by RobertWeaver at 7:55 a.m. Jun. 26, 2013
Report Abuse

Hawks need to sign either All Jefferson or Chris Kaman to play center. Draft guards or forwards depending on if they resign
Teague or not.

Posted by sportsnut at 9:20 a.m. Jun. 26, 2013
Report Abuse

The Hawks DO NOT need anyone from overseas, none of those players have ever worked out. Also drafting Plumlee would
be another Koncak
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Posted by JSSN at 9:56 a.m. Jun. 26, 2013
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@ Jeff Schultz...
You think the Hawks are finally willing to go all in the European players finally?
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